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1. Sc. ope
This document sets forth the requirements for an on-line high density
^._. magnetic tape data storage system that can be implemented in a multi-
purpose, muxtihoat environment, and satisfy the guidelines specified
by Engineering Order (EO} OOlP in support of RTOP ^^656- 11-05-51.
Also included in an appendix of this document is the results of a market
survey and analysis of candidate vendor who presently market high
density tape data storage systems.
2. App3.icaBle Documents
2.1 . Research and Technology Objectives and Plana.
Nutabar 65611-05- 51, On-Line Mass Storage System.
,^ohnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
2^2 On^Line Masa Data Storage Requirements Document,
SISO - TN790, Aeronutranic -Ford, STSO, Houston, Texas.
2.3 On^L,^.ne Masa Storage System Functional Deaign Document, JSC
10029, December 1975.
2,4^ On-3^ine Mass Data Storage Engineering Order (EO)
Number OOZP, Amendment Number 2, EI Number 4, Dated 3 March 1976.
3, Requirements
This section. shall. describe the requirements for the mass etorage system
(MSS) to be coupled to a small computer and ultimately to multiple large
scale computers,	 "
3.1 Objectives
The objective of the MSS is to provide a facility for the compact
f d	 d	 k -	 dstorage of large quantit^.es o eta an to ma a this eta accessible
to computer systems - with. minimum opera tar handling.
3.2 General Requirements
T1ne fallowing requirements pertain to the initial system and the
fully expanded 'system,' except where range is indicated.
r
`,^
6
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3.2.1 Capaciey
The ,MSS shall have the capability of being moduJ.ar3.y
. expanded	 -
to l6 to 44Q billion bits of data, Included in the capacity 	 ^, ^'
count is only that data which is generated by the host..computer.
Any additional data generated far the purpose of file heading,
code recovery, or due to recording technology are not included
in this taunt: Storage capacity of each removable storage
module should exceed that of a 3330 type disk module.
3.2.2 Error Rates
The unrecoverable error rates should not exceed 1 in 1411.
3.2.3 Technology
The technology used in the MSS shall consist entirely of off
the shelf devices with field confirmed sets of reliability
values.
3.2.1+ Recording Media
The recording media sha m, be reusable and shall be available
a^f the shelf.
3. , 2.5 Latency
The above mentioned storage capacity should be available
	 i
,^
without manual ia.tervention. The storage modules sha11 be
easily mountable and removeable from the storage devices.
...j
3.2,6 Availability 	 i
The f^s11y expanded system should be capable of running on a
24^ hour-a -day schedule with maintenance capable of being
performed with - the system operating in degraded mode,
s
''.2,7 MSS Interface j
The MSS shall be capal,iz of interfacing to a-small dedieatec! 	 ''
computeL initially. and be ultimately expanded do servicing
multiple la rge scale host computers.
.^ <.
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:_- 1 ^	 3.2,$ Persistence
_^
The recording medium sha11 be capable of being stored at Ieast
as long as a CCT witho^st significant compromise of the recorded
data .
3.2.9 Self Test
The system shall be capable of performing diagnostics upon
itself and reporting malfunctions to the MSS aperatnr.
3.2.10 Transfer Rate
The expanded system shall be capable of handling a sustained
data rate of 10^ bits per second with a single ha.st. 	 ^
i
3.2.1], Transfer-ability
The storage modules written on one drive sha11 be readable
among like drives.
3.3	 System drganization
3,3.1 Hardware
The hardware cnmp4nents axe partitioned into three .sectirrns; 	 ,,,
1.	 The host computer which issues requests for and produces 	 j
data to be recorded in the MSS.
2,	 The storage media which sha11 .retain the information and
the controllers necessary to activate the recorders of
the information.	 ^
3.	 The interface which will provide for the mapping of files	 .
from the MSS media format into pseudo-CCT format fvr 	 -
forwarding to the host processor.	 '
a
3.3.2 Host Services	 '
:..
The Mass Storage System {NFSS) sha.11 be required to provide to
the host computer those services-the - host wi11 need - to create,
?,
..	 ^	 :,
maintain,. and retrieve. a host's files nn the MSS..	 `^ hE!58 5$^v3,CeS 	-	 ,
,.
'..
sha1^. be broken down into the ^a^.low^.ng MSS functions:
ri	 ^	 y
^	 ^
3.3.2.]. file Initialization
The M55 will be required to process a function to
initialize the MSS for processing of oi:her file
functions. For this discussion, the initializing
function shall be called " the file open function", or
simply, " open'. The open command shall be the first
command the host will issue for any series file service
it wishes to perform.
The MSS shall be required to respond to the opt.^.
in accordance with the made supplied by the requesting;
host. The required mode, action and responses for
the M55 are as fallaws;
® Read Mode - The MSS shall search its tables to
locate the file to be opened. Yf it can find
the needed information about the file, the M55
will position its recording media to a position
ready to read the file and then set the appro-
priate status for the host. If the information
cannot be found, the MSS will set the appropriate
error status and terminate the file action.
^ Write mode - The MSS shall search its tables to
check foz a file with the same identification.
If a duplicate file is found, the MSS shall set
the appropriate error status for the host and
terminate the file service. If no duplicate
file is found, the MSS shall allocate space for
appropriate data on its recording media and
position to portion of media in preparation for
writing. The MSS shall set status to inform the
host that the MSS is positioned and ready for a
write function.
^ Write-append. Mode. - The MSS will. search its
tables to locate the file the host wishes to add
data to. If the filE cannot be located, tt+e
M5S will set the appropriate error status and
10
;^
^^^
Il
i	 ^
l
terminake the file service. If the file is
located, the MSS will allocate space for the
segment to be added on any storage module that
can accommodate the additin*^al data, The MSS
will then position media and set status to
indicate that it is ready to perform a write
append.
I	 I	 I	 !	 i
^	 ^
3.3,2,2 File Termination
The MSS shall be required to provide for the proper
termination of a service requested by the host.
computer, For this discussion, the function to
terminate ^ file service shall be called a "normal -
close" or simply, "°close". The close procedure shall
operate in the same mode . as the open function. Since
the mode of a file has been established when the
file was opened,' the MSS claw procedure will
determine the-mode of the service performed
and not require the host to supply it.
The procedures required for closing of a file determined
by the mode of the open axe described below:
a
a Read Mode - The MS5 shall release the device
and terminate the file service for that host.
s Write Mode - The MSS will record the end-of-
information marker .for the file, then enter
the parameters for the new file in its directory.
The MSS will then kerminate the service for that
host releasing the ^tvrage device for other use.
o Write-append mode - The MSS shall change the end-
.	 of-information pointer for the file, link the
old segment of the file to the additional file data,
make any changes to its directory and table
neede8', flag the file so that it may be rewritten
into one continuous file at the MS5 convenience,
and terminate the file service for that host.
The MSS shall be required to provide to the bast a
means of releasing tine hest file space when it is na
longer needed by that host. This function, for .this
discussion, will be called a "close-release",
12
__	 i
,.
-
^e MS5 receives ^ close-release Pram the h ©st,	 `,^''
I tai3.l • remove all reference to the file Pram
rectories and tables and return the spade on
gage media held . by the file for use by other
The host tai^.l then terminate the service 	 -	 ',
^.arfarming for the file.:.	 ^	 1
i	 ^i	 I	 ^I
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3.3.2.3 File Read/Wri.te
The MSS shall be reepansible to the host for _retrieving
and storing data in an efficient manner regardless of
the host's transfer rate. Since the size of the
physical data blocks differ greatly between the MSS
anc^ host computers, it will be required that the MS5
transfer data to and from the host in data blocks which
ark compatible with the host ,system. The MSS shall
be required to respond to two data transfer functions
- from the host. `Fhe MSS wild. respond to one- function
for inputting data from the host for storage an.the
MS5 media, called a "write" for this discussion, and
one for outputting data fram storage media to the host,
called a "read".
the MSS will be required to respond to a host's
read function request only after the bast has provided
for the opening of the file for the read. mode. do
receipt of the first read function after the file has
been opened, the MSS will be required to establish the
buffers necessary to hold the physical data blocks
fram the MS5 media. The MSS will then read physical
blgcics into the buffers. The MSS will then be required
to determine from the bast's read function, the amount
of data the host wants to receive and then transfer
that amount of data to the requesting bast. The
MSS wile, continue to transfer the amount of data
the host requests for each function from iks buffers
unttl the buffers are nearly empty. At that time,
the MSS swill again fill the buffers from its storage
media. This operation will.cont.inue until the host
sends a c lose or file rewind	 function or.the T1SS
detects the end-gf^informat.ion.
14
kr
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The MSS will be required. to respond to the host t:s	 ^L='^
write function only after the host has opened the file.
to one of the two write modes (write or write-
append}, On receiving - the first write function, the
MSS tai11 estab-lisp all needed buffers it needs to bald
the contents. of one or more_phy^ical media.bla.ck
 of.
data. 'l'he MSS will fill buffers with data supplied
by the host and write xt to the media when the host
has supplied the pxoper amount of data to write one
or mate physical data blacks on the MSS media. fine
write function will continue until the MSS receives a
close function, When the write function is terminated
in the above manner, the MSS will be required to flush
the buffers by writing any data in the buffers to the
MSS media and ..recording end of information.
i
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^^_^	 3.3.2.4 File Positioning
The MSS shall be required to perform one basic
	 ^
positioning function. The function will be ca^.led	 ii
1
"file xew%nd" for this discussion. When the MSS
receives a file rewind function, it will be required to.
locate the starting paint of the MSS file for which
it is performing the service and position. its media
to that point. The "file.rewi^td" wi11 have the effect
	 j
of closing a file and reopening it for a read at
	 1
.	 its initial point. This o.pexation is. precluded `on
files opened bq a WRSTE APPEND.
7t
^,	 ^
._	 3.3.2.5 File Statusing
The MSS shall be required to respond to a host request
for the status of a file operation. Zf the host does
not specify which file, the MSS shall return the MSS
status. For files which have been opened and are
not busy, the MSS shall be required to return the.
status that the file was legit in after the last
operation was performed. For files which have been
opened and are busy, the MSS shall be required to
return MSS status indicating that the file is presently
busy. Yf the MSS receives a status request and the
file has not been o erred the MS5 shall return anP
indication of that file's availability, e.g.,	 ^
mounted on an active reel.
3,3.2.6 dperator Message Service
The MSS shall be capable of receiving a message from
	
,.	 i
a host processor for display to the MSS operator.
	'	 ^	 ^
_,	 .
1
i
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3.3.3 UTILITIES
The Mass Storage-System (MSS) shall be required to supply the MSS
operator and/or host computer syskem with certain utilities. These
utilities shall be required to toe self contained in the M53 so that
	
{
they perform their tasks without the control of the host. The utilities
	 '
.	 shall be defined 3.rn one of the fallowing catega^ies:
r Hardware Control Utilities
^ File Control Utilities
s Media Control Utilities; 	 - ^
I
^ System Control Utilities
,_ ^ .
.; _i
..	
-
-	 ^.!
^,^
,: j	 --:
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3.3.3.1 Hardware Control Ctilities .
The MSS shall be required to provide to the MSS
operator those utilities needed to ascertain
the present condition o f the MSS hardware and .to
modify the MS5 system hardware configuration, The
follo^ring is a basic list of those utilities
required kG perform the above. function:
e Test - The MS5 will be required to provide the
MSS operator raith hardware diagnostics needed
to detertt^ine the operational status of any 	
r-
and all hardware. components of the MSS.
r Reconfiguration - The MSS is required to respond
to the MSS operator command to disable by software
interactions any MSS drive ar - MSS access path to
reconfigure the .MSS system to bypass failing
hardware components .
^ Initialize/Restart - The MS5 shall be required
to respond tv the MS5 operator command to initialize
the MS5 for operation, either at MSS system
start up or following a MSS or host system
interruption, e.g., transient power failure.


3.3.3.E`^/ System Control. Util.it^.es ^L^._
I	 i	 I
3.3.4 File Management
Since the Nfass Storage System (MSS} shah. be designed to service
more than one host sys^:em, the MS5 will be required to maintain
- the Masker File-Direa^oxy (MFD^ of all-files.
.	 The MCD will be used. by the MSS to locate a host file and
	
.	 determine certain fzle characteristics. For the above reaspns,
the MFD shall be required to contain at least the following
information about 'the filet
R File-idontification
• File ma^urity^ date.
• File size
® Hate of las t
 reference
r	
-: r Creatzon date
• ^Tndication of file activity.
• File location
• indication of Frror history of file
	
.	 ^n addi.tian to MFD,.the M5S shall .be required to keep and
maintain additional data. The information shall include:
.	 •Location and size of availahle space on storage
modules known to the MSS.
a List - for - holding - MS5 transaction history.,.
,.
^ MSS error history.
The MSS shall use the above MFD and tables to provide the-
following file management functions:
•Provide for automatic distribution or redistribution-
-	 of MSS file for ..the. purpose of reducing access time
.	 to more active files within the system.
o Provide far the concatenation of apgended: .file.
segments .and .rewriting o^ files. to one continuous file:
o Provide for the ability to restart interrupted utilities.
..,:g.
23
i-	 	^ A11.o^ the above info^^at^ .on and services sha11 be available
.. ^-	 onwline Cn the MSS regardless of whether a relevant storage
rrtodule is nn-line or nnt.
^`
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3.^ Syskem Concept and Discussion
As stated in 3.1, the MSS in to compress and automate khe handling of
a large amount of data. tTltimately this system is to prav^.de
s3,multaneous support to several large computers, e.g., LTNIVAC 1108's.
The test bed host will be a DEC - YDP 11 / 5 and khe system is to be
developed and checked out as far as possible in this environment.
'The concept of the system partitions it into three parts, 1) the
hosts being serviced, 2) the storage media its driver and controllers
which are to be procured and, 3} the interfacing equipment which may
be procured separately. To the user within the host the MSS will
appear to be essentially equivalent to a tape drive, consistent with
this the ensuing discussion will describe the system in terms
associated with normal CCT ('^" magnetic tape) though the actual system
may use something considerably different.
The initial system to be procured under this project is described
schematically in figure 3 . 4^-1. 'The channel interface provides the
link between the host and the MSS. The data passing across this
interface ^*i11 be identical to that which would go across ': CCT inter-
face and the commands shall be very nearly so. The minicomputer
will, contain the MSS controlling software and will provide for the
blocking and deblacking of data within its buffers. Data will then
pass thru the media interface to the media conkraller where error
detecking and correcting cedes would be appended and processed. The
data would then be forwarded to the specified drive for record in€^.
onto the mcaunted media (A or 13) ,
Z5
,^
a
^..:^

'1`ables would be maintained on rotating storage indicating the location 	 ,^ ,,^'
of the information written as well as the Location of information on
aLL othar storage modules A through E. ^he console device is available
to the operator to interrogate these tables as wz1L as to indicate to
the system the replacement of storage modules.
The ultimate system schematic is shown in figure 3.4^-2, This system
is fully developed so that there are no single failing components
which can take the entire system down and maintenance can be performed
whi,Le the T:SS continues in a degraded mode. In this version, aLl
tables are maintained an duplicate disks. Only a single printer is
required since its function is to produce reporL• s not critical to
the reaLtime operation of the system.
It is the responsibility of the system to block records to the
convenience of the storage devices and to block files on a single
storage madule.for stringing across multiplical modules, The MS5 	 ,^^
shall not be expected to simu7.tanaousiy process two files an a single.	 -
stozage module but action should be available to the operator to
relocate these files if hs is aware of their simultaneous need in
advance.
Though the system will maintain a maturity date.on.each file, it will 	 j
not purge a file. The expiration,date shall be used only for
i
reporting putpases.
,^
I
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Figure 3.4--2
,
target MSS Configuration

iIn this section, the characteristics of the viable systems produced by our
study of available systems are discussed. The order of the topics parallels
that in Section 3.2
A,L Capacity
i
As stated in Section 3., storage media and system capacity requirements
for a MSS are:
6
t
^^'	
.
4
L. Minimum media capacity of L2,S x LO bats
2, System capacity range of L6 ^ 400 x L0^ bits
_	 '1
Table A^l summarizes the storage media and system capacities of potential.
on-line mass storage candidates as they relate to 'the MSS capacity
requirements. It should be noted that ^ ile all cartidzdate system 	 ^
capacities meet or exceed MSS storage sagacity requirements, the
Data Gell does not meet minimum media storage requirements.
'`
TABLE A--1
Y^r
CANDIDATE MSS ST'aRAGE CAPAC^T^ES
t1YiP:^.	 CDC
	
385DA	 CALCO:•IP 7110 IB'ri 3$5B' IBu DATA
TEiiABIT
	
-^^'@ 6250 bpi) - CELL
*:edia unit data 46:8 x 1D^	 64 x 10 6 	1.44 x lOg 40D x.10 6 (1.6 x 106}
capacity (bias) •
t^ax,5ystem on-line 3.D x 10 12	 2.0$ x iD 12	 9 x IO lZ 1.88 x 10 12 2.56 x lOZO
capacity , {bits) -
w/one controller _
'/, ^aax MSS 9capacity 750.	 650.	 2250. 470. 6.4	 _.
(4a6 x ZO	 bits)
-
I
^
y
N
(	 ) denotes capacity requirement pat satisfied
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A.2 error Rates
A.2.1 Ampex Terabit
Ut^.lizes polynomial encoding, dual redundant recording,
and retry on read to achieve on error' rate of 5 x LO-10:
A.2;2 CDC 38.500 and TBM 3850
Both s^^stems achieve approximately 10 - ^'^' error rate by means of
polynomial encoding. The 1BM system uses an extended group
cads to correct 32 of up to 208 bytes. Single error bursts
of up to 11 bits may be corrected. The CDC system uses a
format similar to the standard 6250 bpi 9 track tape.
A.2.3 Brror Rate Tnprovement
An examination of error rate improvement usi.^g concatenated
codes indicates that it is theoretically possible but very
impractical. One may use the existing error correcting code
as the inner code and encoding with an outer code in cascade
to improve• overall error rate. However, the error correcting
codes used by the recording systems are generally of long block
length (approximately 900 bits in the case of Ampex) and the
resulting concatenated code would be of excessive block length.
^.
A.3 Technology
,,
'^
	
	
The technology used within the mass storage system shall consist
entirely of "off the shelf" components. The devices utilized in each
subsystem shall have two sets of confirmed reliability values.
The record ing and reproducing devices should be mechanically reliable
and proven by field usage. Time and budget constraints of the project
do not a11aw a normal research and development period for devices
" to be developed sod tested far implementation t•<j ::i^ie1 this system.
Campari.sons of the technologies and field. asage of the candidate mass
storage systems, are noted as follows:
AMPi^ TBM - Developed basically from TV video te^_:^niques of ].967
tec^nalogies. First system built in 1972 for NSA. Subsequent systems
built in 1974 and 1975 for ARPA-NFT and NCAR.
_.^."
CALCOMP ATL - The ATi; mechanically selects CCT reels and mounts the 	 -
reel on host self-loading tape transport automatically. Originally 	 ^
developed by Xytec Corporation of Boulder, Colorado during 1973.
Xytec merged w";.th CAi,COMF in 1974. Two systems were installed in
Denver area during 1974, Colorado National Bank and Mountain Bell
Telephone Company. IBM 3420 Tape Transports at 6250 cpi were announced
in March, 1973,
CONTROL DATA 38500 - CDC 385Di. was announced, as a prototype unit
only, at the National Computer Conference, May 1975. Since that time,
:.
	
	
two production units have been built and are presently being installed
for in-pause usage. No reliability data has been confirmed since the
units are being utilized for software development only so far. The
recording techniques are the same as for 6250 cpi therefore only the
mechanical cartridge and tape handling (heads, guides, start^stap^
positions of tE^e system need to be verified.
^1
^ ^	 '
1
IBM 3850_ - IBM announced the 3850 System in November, 197+. The first
production units were sold to NASA Goddard ^_ the TRT,flP5 system with a
delivery scheduxed fox August 1975, system has been operational.
since December 1975. IBM presently has eleven systems in i;he field
in various stages of installation, field testing and operational
usage. Although it ie not IBM policy to disclose MTBF and MTTR
figures, several users were identified which might provide this type
information for their ^Lnstallation,
I
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Lon itudinal Recnrdin (See figure A-1.)
Longitudinal recording ^.s the most cat^mon format used raith d^gita^..tapea..
Longitudinal recardexs position the data lengi:hwise on the nape,.usual^.y with
a multiple tracEc head,. Head design is simplified since no head motion is
requited. However, increased 'bit density necessarily iinpli.es a smaller
polarized area on the tape for each bit. Tn order to produce: the same flux
change for reliable reading, the tape must be moved past the head of a greater.
speed. Thus high density requires greater tape and reel speed with their
attendant mechan^,cal problems.
Transverse Recording (See figure A-i)
Transverse recording uses a wide tape (typically 2 in.) with a xotating head
assembly, the axis of which is parallel to the longitudinal a^cis of the tape.
The head assembly will typically have si.x to eight heads. The rotating head
assembly allows rapid motion of the head. relative to the tape, hence the high
ba^#dwidth and high .density. Then the speed of the tape and. reels may. be
much less than that far longitudinal recard^.ng far the same bandw^.dth.
However, a more complicated head design ie necessary with a servo system
to synchronize head motion with tape motion.
^Telical Scan Recording (see figure A-i)
In the helical scan technique, the tape is wrapped completely around the
rotating head assembly and the motion of the head across the tape is diagonal
to the ^:ongitudinal axis of the tape. A narrower tape tsay be used (as law as:
(}.2S in.) for a given length scan. _Bandwidth is typically not as great as
fcor transverse scan although it is greater than that achievable with longi-
tudinal recording for the same tape speed. Also, the 36Q o wrap of the tape
around the rotating head requires a more complicated tape handling mechanism
than transverse scan....	 -
ry
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A.4 Recording Media
The storage media should provide €or data erasure and modification.
The file activity in an in-line data storage system exhibits properties
similar to direct access storage devices (DA5D`s) such as; read,
modify, create, save and purge activites. These functions demand a
storage media capable of supporting continuous record, read and erase
activities.
As specified in paragraph .2.3, the recardir_g media also shall be o€
proven technology and readily available from of€-the-shelf sources,
To satisfy these conditions, the recording media will consist o€ a
magnetic type recording, Magnetic bubbles, electron beams, holograQts,
etc., technologies have not developed to "field proven" point to be
sufficient in the time €tame allowed to develop this system.
bf the €our major candidates €or mass storage devices, all use magnetic
film as the recording media.
AMPII^ TSM - 2 inch wide Video Tape, 3600 ft. reels (Multiplical sources)
CALCOMP ATL - ^ inch CCT, 2400 ft. reels, longitudinal b250 bpi
{multiplical sources)
CONTROL DATA 3$500 - 2.7 inches wide, IDO inch per cartridge, longi-
tudinal 6250 hpi (singular source)
1BM 3550 - 3 inches wide, 770 inch per cartridge, Transverse Trac[cs
(singular source)
J.
^	 :,
.,	 ,,..
^^	 ^	 ^
A.5 Latency
It is a requirema^^t that the stated storage capacity should be
available on-line and t.heref^^re the modules should be easily mountable
and removeable from the storage dpvicea.
Each system however has differant characteristics and techniques for
data storage, therefore the amount of_ time a host sy.^tem must wait
before the requested data file is made available wi11 differ for each
candidate system. The follow^,. k ^ragraphs provide an indication of
the access time far these systems ..id the time t^ transfer a typical
file (]. cylinder 3330 disk) to the host system.
A.5,1 AMPEX TBM - The AMPS TBM system utilizes a reel-to-reel type
tape drive in which all files are stared sequentially on Cage,
Search ie done an an address track at 1000 inches per second.
Access time:
Average search time	 15.0 sec
Data transfer time (l cylinder 2 Mbits) 	 O,L^sec
Tutai
	
15.4 sec
A,5,2 CALCOMP ATL - CALCOMP utilizes ^ inch CCT`s at 6250 cpi with
TBM 3420 compatible tape drives. Search and read are both done
at 200 ipa.
-;
Access time:
Retrieve next reel	 11.0 sec
Tape load time	 4,0 sec	
i
Average Search time	 48.0 sec
Data transfer time	 0.2 sec
Total	 63.2 sec	
E
A. 5.3 CONTROL DATA 3$500 - GDC utilizes 2000 small cartridges in a large
honeycomb, Minimum record size is 1 Megabyte, read '^  MB in forward
^-	 ^
E	 ^	 i
direction and ^ MB in reverse direction. Data is formatted
similar to 6250 CCT's, No search time is necessary since read
operation always starts at BOT mark and returns at completion.
Tape is I00 inches long and is always read down and bactc a;.
129 ipe,
Access time:
Retrieve next reel (select and deliver)
	
5.0 sec
Tape load time
	 2.0 sec
Data Transfer time	 1.55 sec
Total	 8.55 sec
A.5.4 TBM 3850 W IBM utilizes 700 small cartridges containing
approximately 65 Leet of 3 inch magnetic tape. Data is placed an
tape in stripes (diagonal} across the tape. The tape is
physically positioned at the beginning of cylinder mark, then
the read/write head is rotated the length of the data stripe
t+rhile the tape is held in the fixed position. Minimum data
transfer is one disc cylinder (approximately 2 Mbits},
Access time:
Retrieve next cardridge	 8.0 sec max,
Tape load and verify VTOC
	 5.0 sec
Search to requested eyliaider
	 3.8 sec
Data transfer time	 1.0 sea
'^'otal
	 17.8 sec
F
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A,b Availability
	
^.^-^ 	^ ^	 '
A, b. ]. ZSM 3850 and CDC 3S5fl0
Eleliability information is inconclusive on the ISN! 3$50 and
CDC 38500 systems since these units have ben in the field only
& sham time, The most frequent failure mode to be expected
would probably be in the automatic picker mechanisms. Operations
on a 24 hour a day basis could probably be expected after an
initial break^in period, Zt would not be unreasonable to expect
this period to last from 6 months to one year.
A,b,2 Ampex Terabit System
Ampex has provided the following information on the three
basic mod.*files of the Terabit system;
MTTR	 Availability
Transport Driver 	 D,$7
	 94%
Transport Module	 0,55	 9b%
	
'	 Data Channel
	 1.05	 9$%
Yielaing calculated MTBF figures
Failure rate
	 MTBF figures
Transport Driver	 O,Ob9 hr ^ l	14.5 hrs
Transport Module	 0,073 hr ^ l
	13.75 hrs
Data Channel.
	 0.019 hr -1	 52.5 hrs
Using these figures for MTBF on a minimal system consisting
	 -
of one transport module, two transport drives and two data
channels, the resulting reliability diagram would be
I
TD	 DC
TM
°,	 ^
	
1	 TD	 DC
r
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Cresulting in a system MTBF of 7.b1 haute.
A. b.3 Calcamp ATL
Speaif.ic hardware MTB^' and MTTR figures axe not availaUle for
the ATL. The "fail soft" mechanism utilized, hawever, should
allow the system to m^aet the 24 hour a day usage requirement.
Shou3.d the mount hardware fail, a message is issued to the
opexa^or identifying tape reels and their locations so that
these tapes may be manually mounted, the ATL software continues
management functiana, checks errors, and maintains the ^}ata
Base in an off-line mode,
A^7.2
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^'	 A.7 MSS Interface
A.7,1 Ampex Terabit System
Ampex has produced one Terabit system which has been interfaced
to a I^DP-11/45 single host, Multiple 1108 and/or 1110 host
systems have not as yek been produced.
A,7.2 IBM 3$50
IBM has sa far provided an interface only ka their 360/370
systems in either single or multihast configurations. They
have nor shown any willingness to provide interfaces to alter
machines.
A.7.3 CAC 38500
CAC has provided a 360/370 interface and may be operated in
a multihost environment. They plan to produce an interface
_	
for their ow^z ma^.nframe series in the near future. However,
^,
	
	
they have na plans for interfaces for other mainframe series
at this tinu^ .
A . 7.4 Ca ]comp ATL
The Calcomp AT7; is currently capable of interfacing with the.
IBM 360/370 series using either the OS/MVT, OS/MFT, OS/V51, or
OS/V52 operaking systems. O'nivac 17.08 and/or 1110 interfaces
or PAB-11/45 interfaces are not currently available,
A--^.4
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A.^3 Persistence
A,8.1 Ampex TerabiC
Utilizes frequency modulation, bit serial recording on magnetic
tape as used in color vidae recording F.M: recording reduces
print-through, effect suffered by conventional computer compatible
tapes. Redundant, transverse recording and polynomial error
detection/correction techniques employed should produce tapes
with a shelf life exceeding that of CCT.
A,8,2 CDC 38500
Utilizes 6250 bpi tape housed in individual cartridges.
Longitudinal recording technique is employed, Rxror protection
technique is group encoding. Pape has shelf life comparable
to the CCT.
A.8.3 CAL,COMP 7I10.
.Utilizes standard CCT transport.
i	 ^	
7
A.8.4 IBM 3850
Utilizes a helical scan storage tachnique'an magnetic tape-
cartridges {2^ l0 5 bits/i.n2)-and employs an extended group
onded recording error correction technique. Shelf-life shculd
equal or exceed that of CCT.
A.8.5 I^3M Data Cell
Ut.il^.zes magnetic tape strips and. standard character/block.
parity techniques. Shelf life unknown but strips are subject
to wear.
	ti	 li
A.9	 Vendor Self Test Facilities 	 -
^.. )'
All major vendor supply a self test facility depending an the
	
.	 hardware/software capabilities of-their system. The following
'	 is the basic list of self text facilities supplied by the
different vendors.
CALCOMP 7110 - CALCOMP uses its Field Engineering subsystem to
perform self test function without using any resources assigned
to the host system. The functions performed afe;
^ Perform diagnostic function while normal system is active
without interfering with normal, operation.
	
•	 a1 Loads diagnostic control programs into the system control
unit.
® Performs functions as specified via console commands.
s Records all hardware exceptions in a system file.
® List contents of system hardware exception file.
CDC 38500. - CDC 3$500 under Che UAAM operating system provides
both on-line and off-line self-test function. The functions
performed by VDAM are:
	
'	 o Automatic error recording to an engineer file.
e On-line diagnostic which exercise selected components while
the remaining component continue to operate on-line.
	
'	 ® 'Trace facility which logs all system events for performing 	 a
problem determination and diagnosis.
a
e Stand-alone diagnostic which provides diag^iosis without 	 ^
host processor.
I.SM 3850 - IBM provides the following:
^ Microdiagnastic which are entered from a diskette. 	 i
i
^ On-line test which can be executed in degraded mode to
.	 '	 '^
measure accessor motion, isolate failures, report cartridge
store addresses and conditions of access errors, report
^^
A-7b
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addresses and control checks, analyze pant, test interface,
and ur^date micracc+de.
^ 5ystem data analyzer to store and analyze sense . data,
buffered-usage-lag data and data lagged.
AMP^'K TBM -The AMPEX TSM provzdes mainly. those self test
services needed for alignment and maintenance of tape drives.
These services are:
^• A rrtaintenance and diagiostic monitor for running
diagnostic routines.
^ An alignment of routines for software alignment of tape
drives.
o A pretest to determine the accuracy for drives and tapes.
• An initialized. routine to permit the adding of new tapes	 ,
to the system.	 ;
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A.IQ Transfer rate
^^
^`	 As stst~ed in Section 3., the MSS shall be required to support sustained
data rates up to l0 megabits/sec (l0^ b/s). 'This made of operation
	
.	 would be primarily for the recording of downlink telemetry data frnm a
single hoot in a continuous write made. Achievement of this throughput
rate is dependent an many factors, soma of which are:
1, Host/MSS interface characteristics
a. 'Transfer rate across interface
	
'	 b. Xnterface data blocking (buffer size)
c. Interface processing overhead
2. MSS characteristics
a. Storage media capacity
b. Transfer rate to/from storage media'
c. Start/atop, search/position & media switch timing factors
d. Data blocking factors	 '
e. MSS processing ovezhead
g, MSS fiic: structure and organization
h. I3it erra; rate
^i. Lrrc^r rep every timing; factor
'i'licse factors present numErous design considerations for each of the
ca^^icilddte i^15S's, greatly complicate NESS interface and hardware configuration
sctlrc^ q,on Gtnd uiti.mrttely determine effective MSS throughput capability.
'^:E^c: following is a summary of the major limiting factors for each of the
r:^r ►didate M5S's,
^•
A, ^. p . 1 Ampex TBM Memory System
The Ampex TBM can he configured to provide a storage range of
l0^' l
 to 3 x 10 12 online data bits utilizing transport units
having a l3ih capacity of ^.6 x 10 0 bits. The stated data
channel transfer rate for a TBM read or write channel is S.fi x LOb
bite/ sec. 	-. 	 . .
^	 ;^
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	 Assuming a ^.0^ b/s . data race can be accommodated by the TBM, a storage
unit would need to be refreshed approximately every 7b zn3.nutes. This
should provide ample time for premounting and init3.alizing a new storage
unit for cont^.nuatian.
^A.10.2 CDC 38500 Mass Storage Facility
The CDC MSF has a stated transfer rate of b.4 x lO b
 bits/sec;
however, the relatively low cartridge capacity of b4 x lDb
bits makes continuous recording at 10 megabit rate impractical
since a new cartridge would have to be selected approximately
every 6.4 sec,, with an average cartridge access time of 2.5
seconds and additional 5 seconds to initial3.ze the tape.
A. 3.0.3 CAZCOMF 7110
The Calcomp 7110 uses standard vendor CCT`s. For this
discussion, a b250 bpi transport with a tape speed. of 200
ips was used to calculate transfer rate, iTsing this tape
7
drive, the transfer rate of the Calcomp 7110 will be 1 x 10
bats/sec.
A. 10.4 TBM 3850
^	 The IBM 3850 has a max transfer rate of approximately .$6 x 1Db
bi.tsjsec, an order of magnitude below the MSS throughput
requirement. Media ca^^acity dictates a 40 second fi11 time
at a l0 megahit rate. Since the time to load a new cartridge
is about 8 seconds, this would preclude axing a single .i8'^0
in this fashion.
';
A. 10.5 IBM 2321 Data Cell 	 ,j
'
	
	
'The peak transfer rate of 4.4 x 10 5 bits/sec and low media hit
capacity (1.b x 10 5 bits) of the 2321 Data Cell would definitely
3
preclude using this storage device in a continuous 10 megahit	 `j
a
.	 recording mode.
i
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A.11 Transferabi,l^.ty
•	 Transferab^.lity of modules between like drives is a design
characteristic of each of tha systensunder consideration. The 	 ^
extent to which this aha racteriskic is available in practice	 ^
is a function of the adjustment tolerance which may be mai.ntai.ned
in each system, hence is a system reliability consic^eratian.
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B.l System Data Sheets
'The fallowing data sheets present the re^.evant parameters for the
candidate storage systems. The data sheet on the UNTVAC systems being
currently need in TDSD is included Tar comparison.
^-i
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TABLE B-1
5TORAGE SYSTEM CFiARACTERIST^CS
SYSTEM:	 AMPEX T1sM
Module Characteristics
Reel length (tt,) 3800
Bits/ reel (Mb} 45,320
Persistence (y r.) _, 1^_Yr•
Volume {ft3) 7® cu, inches
Price ($) 150.00
Drive f :h.iractAristics b
Bpi (bPi} 10	 I^
Data tracks (^^)	 TRANSVERSE 184/inch
Min.	 record size (bits) LU6
Start/stop time {ms) 300
Rerord•gap (in.) None
Tps (ips)	 5	 .
Recls/drive (^k) 2	 ^_
Ft 2 (ft2) 6.3/7.5
Power (watts 7.5/0.6 KW _
Btu (btu/hr} 25000 2000	 ^...
Maint.	 cost ($/month) 2400
MTTR (h^,) 87 hrs,
Price ($) 160 ,000
Comments•
2 in. wide, l0^ in, reel
2 reels per Transport
FM recorded, not saturated
x l0 6 bits of user data
83, 248, 1.000 search
TD/TM
TD/TM
TD /TM
1 Xpart Module b l Xport Driver
Cantrr^l . ler Characteristics
Max. data rate	 (kbps)	 5600 per _channel 	 22.4 x lO b bps w/4 channels
Drives/controller	 (^^)	 _ 32
l:orrected error rate (^^)	 5 x 10^^^	 .
Power	 (sraLt^s) 0.6 kw
Btu	 {btu/hr.} 4000
F't 2	(f t2)	 b.3	 ^
Mai.nt, cast	 ($/month}	 7l0
M'PTR	 (1 ► •
	
_„	
1.05 hours._	 - ^ '.
P1:ice	 ($)	 l Data channel	 -	 -a^; ..^.
^^^^` ,^^P^^^ Q^r^y	 B-2
j	 ^
ti ^ ^	 TABU B^2
STORP.CE SYSTEM CYiARACTBkt^,STSCS
SYSTSM: _IBM.^850
Module Gharacteristics
Reel length	 (ft.)	 64 ft.
Bitd/reel	 (Mir}	 409.2
Persistance	 (y r.} Saturated Normal CC1'
Volume	 (ft^) 2 in, dia x 4 in. .ln€
Price	 ($}	 20.00
Drive Characteristics
Bpi	 (bpi)	 .591 x 106
Data tracks (^)	 Transverse 3838 trac
Min. record size (bits)	 1.98 x 106
Stare/stop time (ms)	 .
Record gap (in.)	 nnne?
Ips (ips)	 3.8 average
ReelsJdrive (4k)	 706
Ft 2 (ftz)	 TBS
Power (watts)	 T^s5
Stu (btu/hr)	 TLS
Maim, cost ($f month)	 1400
MTTR (hr,j	 NA
Price ($)	 $!+91,120
Ca:nmen t s
770 inches
50.4 MSytes
X06 cartridges/system
202 cyl @ 19 Tks/cyl
	 -
1 cy^. min, ^ 19 Tits x 1.3030
bytes/trk
Xter rate of Z cyl/sec
to be supplied
nut available at present
i
Gontrnl?er Characteristics
MIIX. data rate	 (kbps} 860_max^2/S8 avu.
Drives /controller	 (4k}	 2 s3_r-1'P^fisor,^^ tl_neD's
Gar*. • acted error rate (^^}	 1 x 1p11
Po^:^;r
	
(watts) T1iS
Btu	 (btu/hr.) Tgg
Pt z 	 (ft2)	 TSS	 _
Mai^it, cost	 ($imnnrh)	 256.00/mo.
MTBE	 (hr.)	 NA
Pric: c	 ($) ^ 187, 240.Oc7	 _^,
Channe l rate /Avg. R/tJ ra l^•
Gxtencled group coded - corrects
32 of up to 208 bytes detected.
DASD corrects single bursts
of up to 11 bits.
^; ^t^Gi^ ^ PAGE IS
OF POOR Qu^^'
^.
B^3
!.	 ^	 ^
^..
^	 ^:	 r.
TA>3L>; B^-3
STORAGE ^YS'^EM CHARA.C`l`ERTSTICS
SYSTEM: CAf.COMF ATZy_-- _
	
- _
Module Characteristics	 ^	 •. Gomrnents•
Reel Zertgth
	
(ft.)	 2400 ft.	 Standard '^ irs. CGT
.	 B^td/reel	 (Mb)	 ^^}00 m bite	 2400 ft x b250
P rsfstance	 (yr.}	 Satura.^d CGT
'	 Volume	 (ft3) die - 10^ x '^ inch,
Price	 ($}	 30,OG
h
Dra:ve Characteristics
Bp i
Data trac[cs
Min. record size
Start/stop time
4Zecord gap
Ips
•	 Reelsldrive
Ft2
Pawar
Btu
MRirit, cost
hCl'P^r,
MT'i'Et
Pri r.Ea
(bpi_}	 6250
{^)	 9
(bits) 1$ characters
(ms)	 3.51?-^3^.9
(in,)	 .3 inch
(ips)	 up to 200 ips
(#)	 746 - 61.22
(it Z)	 29.5
(watts) 12480
(btu /hr) l0^$00
($/month) $3954/inarith
(hr. )
(hr.)
Y
reels in cabinet
Combined total -Control &
Storage Units
Combined Total -Tape Drive not
included
Combined Total - Tape Drives not
included
Combined Total -Tape drieres not
inc ^.uded
Cuntraller Characteristics	 4 L5U s &tape drive hook	 3ups
tfar. data rate ^	 (kbps)	 i0 Mek hPS	 CONTE:OL UNIT	 6250 x 200 ips
Dri^:cs/cantr^aller {;^) 	 to^^ gU'^ & 32 tape Tape' drive dependents
'^	 ;Cnr •-ected error rate (^^) 	 ^ x l0.11	 'I
Poi. ^r	 (^aatts) See LSU
lstu	 {btu/hr.} See--LSU
Ft^	 (^t2)	 30.2
t•Sa t:,t, cost	 //($ jmonth} gee LSU
Price	 ($)	 L U
_'^^' -
B^^
Module Characteristics
I	 I	 I
TA$I^E ^--4
STORAGE SYSTEM C^lAf2A.CTl1R^5`l^IC5
SYSx$M: . CDC 38500
Comments;
}	 4
Reel length
8itsfreel
l'e ^ s is Cance
Volume
Price
Drive Characteristics
Bpi
Dala tracks
Min. record sizE
Start / stop time
Record gap
Ips
Reels/drive
Ft2
Power
Btu
Maint, cost
M'^BF
^ITTR
Yri ce
{ft.)	 100 inches
(^)	 64 x 10 6 bits
(y;°°.)	 Saturated normal
3(ft) ^E. S cu inches
($}	 1500
(bP i} ......-. ti?x,50
(^)	 144 l,onaitudinal
(bits) 8 x 106 bits
(ms)	 4 m sec
(in.)	 .6 inch
(ips)	 129 ips
(^)	 2052
(f t2)
	
29.75
(watts) 5700
(btu/hr)
{$Jmonth)
	 450
(hr. )	 NA
{hr.}	 NA
{$)	 154,D00 - 258,000
2000 cartridges
^.'^ dia x 3'^ in long
8 par pkg = $120, $30, 72D
par System
Selector & R/W Sta.
1 megabit {^ FWD - ^ REV)
2 m sec start / 2 m sec step
normal. 9 track CCT
7b.7 x l28 x 27 storage module
71 x 53.6 x 31 library adapters
71 x Z6.6 x 31 xpt
ControLier Adapter LYnit
80b It bytes/sec
(each with 2 sets R /W Heads)
Car^'ected error rate (^`)	 apprax. 1 x 10	 comparable to 6250 cpi tapes	 `^
Faw•.r
	
{watts} 72!10
r'	 -	 ^
Stu	 (istu /hr.)	 x,000 i
Ft Z	(f t2}	 LI	 60 Y 28 x 44.5 controller:
Mairrt. cost	 ($jmonth)	 $660	 ^
MTBP'	 (hr.)	 NA	 no reliability figures nvailahle ,. ,
_	 ^,
^^	 ^	 ^	 ($}	 ^^n	 ^R^GIlVAL P3GE^`	 Price
^F POOR QT^A^r=r^^
j.
.:	 _ .	 ..._
^-5
,,	 , .
^^
Controller Characteristics
-	 Max. data rate	 { kbpsj- -	 b^.^t$^,ax.
Drivea /controller	 ( ^k)	 4 $LW Sta, 
ma7S^.'^
Persistance (y r.}
Volume (f t3}^
Price ($)
Drive Characteristics
Bpi (bpi?	 3.230
Data tracks (^)	 100 TRK3/strip
Min, record size (bits}	 l byte
5tartfstvg time (ms)	 2S-SSO
Record gag (in.)
Ips (ips)	 250
Reels /drive [^^}	 10 cells,drive
Ft 2 (fti2)	 4'	 x b' .
Power (watts	 ,
Btu (btu/hx)
Maint, cast (,^/month)	 523
MTBF (hr.}
I^TR (hr.)
Price {$)	 11.7,650
Cgntrnl.ler Characteristics
1^Iax.	 data rate (kbps)	 4.40
Drives/controller (^^)	 8
Cor:• ected error rate (^^}
•	 pota,^r {watts)
Btu (btu/hr.}
Ft 2 (f t2)
tiai^ ► t.	 cost ($Imanth)	 ^9
10 strips / subcell;
20 subceils/cell;
-^- 6055/ attachment unit
2841 storage control
206 •KBS effective
MAx ^k
2321 Data cell drive
,^ l'
TABLE fi -5
STORAGE SYSTEM CfIARACTER^STLCS
SYSTEki: IBM . 2321 DATA CELL)
Module Characteristics	 Comments: 3021 data
Aeel length	 (f t.)	 2.25" x l3^'	 cell wilt. ^x-lengthof magnetic strip, 200 strip/cell ^:
Bits/reel	 (Mb}	 320 MB/cell	 ^. strip = 1.6 MB non-vaLatile,
non-permanent;
-^
i
Price	 ( ^)	 23,530
8--6
^	 ..i	 _. _.._,,..	 ki	 W:;:.r	 ,.:, .	 ..
`
^-
1
. ..
_ i
i	
TABLE B-6
STORAGE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
SYSTEM: Univac/Uniservo Vxxx C
MnduLe Characteristics
Reel Length (.Ct.) 2400
Uitt3/reel (Mb) 5.76,	 16, 23 max
1'ersistance (y r,) CCT
Volume (f t3) 70.5 ,fin
Price ($) 20 Do
Comments •
(for 200, SS6 & 800 bpi)
{for L0^ inch reel)
(certified 800 bpi.)
naive Characteristics
I3p i
Uata tracks
Min. record size
SCart/atop time
Record g,^p
Ips
heels/drive
I't2
Power
Ii to
rtaint. C09t
MTHF
rrrTx
Price
(bpi) 200. 556._$00 _ _
(^^)	 7 tracks ,_„	 _
(bits)
(ms)	 1.3 to 2,5-_rams
(in.)	 ,75 inch max
(ips)	 120 i s
(^^)	 1
{f t 2 )	 5.34 ft2
(watts) ^.s K,^'^ -,^ —
(btu/hr) 5460
($/month) L24.OU
(hr.)	 L56S ,
(hr,)	 1.3 hours
($)	 .^.. 21,275.00 _ -
9 track - special order
27 x 28 518 inches
320 cfm underfloor
TYEE 5D08 CCNTRQLLER
(for 200, 556 & 800 bpi.)
Controller Characteristics
Max, data rate	 (kbpa) 24,6b.7, 96
nrives/cntttroller	 (^^)	 L6	 _
Corrected error rate (^^)	 L x LO-^
	
.	 Powex	 (watts)	 .075 Few. ,
l3tu	 (btu /hr.)	 Z3S4
	
.	
2	
..^_____^^__
}'	 r	 ,, I'tz ( f t ) 4.33 f t	 50D cfm underfloor 	 ^	 ' 1
Maim . cost ($/month) Lab	 24 x 26 'inches
_._..^—
MT13L' (hr. } 7076
:yl.t•
^' T1TTR (h r . ) 2.6
-	 ^;^^''' Price ($)
i.
40 580	 T
w '
	 .n
!j
!.f a^'^	 '
uif.'47i'^Y.wr^
^.	 •••	 .. -
B...7	
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APPENDIX C
SYSTEM PRICE/PERFOkMANCE ANALYSIS
ti	 I	 !	 i
P
C, l Ob'ECtivea
.^
!.
	
	
.A.n analytical model of the storage portion of the system eras felt to
be necessary. in order to provide a means of measuring the relative
price/performance characteristics of the systems, The systems considered
ie the ,study involve sufficiently disparate technologies that a
straight feature for feature cai^parison is meaningless. Hence a
model b.as been developed which will. give an overall dollar per bit
.value fora range of system capacities.
C,2
	 Parameters
The parameters fed into the model. were taken from the Beta sheets of 	 j
Section 5, +when available, and were estimated whey not available,	 J
The model accepts the following parameters:
Symbol Unite Description_
'	 Operati:otis.
OSUR °le Operator burden rate
OS,AL $/hr Operator salary
ONUM people Number of operators
SHIFT ^^ Number of shifts per working day
Device Cost
RNTDR $/mo Rent per drive per month
RNTCNT $/mo Rent per controller per month
DIC $/drive Drive installation cost
CIC $/ctlr Controller installation cost	 ^^
SMAIN $/mo Monthly maintenance contract cost
MC $ Shipping Cost of equipment
i
;^
t	 )
.^ .^oo^
Q^^ ors
^-^
_.	 ,. __
Device Characteristics
DWATT
CWATT
CNTS QF
DRS QF
MTBF.
MTTR
AVGAC
MODB^T .
DPC
Facilities
CUFTMD
^" SQFTRT
F C.
System
E
WATTS/DR
WATTS/cklr
ft2/ctlr
ft2/drive
hr
hr
sec
bits
^k
ft3/^tod
$/ft^
yrs
l
Drive power consumption
Controller powez consumption
Floor area for controller
Floor area far drive
Mean time between failures
Mean Time to repair
Average access time
Bits per storage module
Drives _per controller
Storage space for off-line modules
Cast for renkaL space
Facilities modification cost
System Life
.^
Miscellaneous
MTC	 $	 Machine time costs for mini
PTC
	 $	 Programming costs for mini
MODMON	 sec	 Off-Line module mount time
WATT	 $	 Cost of watt-hour of power
C-3
i	
^	 ^	 1	 ^ rI
C.3 Method
The fallowing expression is evaluated far the various systems and
online capacities of '^, '^, 3/4^.and total storage volume being online:
E. V
where
$ ^ cost per bit of storage
^ - latency of average bit in the system
R - system reliability
C - system conversion coat
1 - installation cost
E - life of the system
0 - operating staff cost
D - equipment cost
P - power cost
M - maintenance cost
^' - facilities cost
V	 total storage volume
The resulting units are dollars per bik. The latency coefficient is
directly multiplicative s^.nce it was felt that a positioning time of
twice the amount was worth half as much. When the reasoning is
applied to offline modules; the results are drastic and will need to
be ad^uated,
c
C.4 I'orncat
---^•-
f	
Each model run produces a graph giving the dollar per bit cast far
systems of varying capacities. The integers plotted with indicate the
quarters of the capacity which are on line, e.g., 2 ^- with 50%
online.
ti
'	 i
i 7
,_	 r
C.5 Program L^.sting
'4
The tollot^ing is a listing of the procedures executed to produce
the px^.ce versus capacity plots at the end of the section. The
language used is AI'l, which is available on a timesharing terminal
at SYSO wI-^ere additional graphs with different parameters can be
made as rr_quired,
i
i	 ^	 i
^`	 t
9INIT CC:{.3V
n .SNIT
[17
	
OPERATIONS
[2]	 DEVICECOST
C37	 DEVICECHAR
C^]	 FACILITIES
[5]	 MISCELLANEO£^S
	 .
V
'	 OOPERATIONSC q ]v
0 OPERATIONS
C ^. 7	 OBUR^-1
C 2 ]	 OSAL^-4.8 ^.
C 3 ]	 ONUM+^1
C ^ ] ^ SHIFTS-3
Q
VDEVICECOSTC q ] q
9 DEVICECOST
C17
	
MODCST^-^.5a[ 2 ]	 RNT DR^-7 0 8. 3 3
[ 3 ]	 RNTCNT^-123.6. 5
C4]	 DIC^-0
[ 5 ]	 CIC^-3 3 0 0
C6]	 SMAINf3000
[ 7 ]	 MC^-D
0
GDEVICT'CHARC q ]0
D DEVICECHAR
C3.7	 DWATT^-8100
C2]	 CWATT^-600
C3]	 CNTSQF^-6.3
'	 C ^ ]
	
DRSQF^-3.3 . 8
[57	 MTBFt1DD0
[ 6 ]	 MTTR^-1 . D 5
C7 ]	 AVGAC{-3.5 . ^E
C8]	 MODBITt4532DDOOOOD
'	 C9]	 MPD+2
C 10 ] DPC^- 3 2
013.7 E^1a
v
G^'ACILITIESC q ]1'
a FACILITIES
[1]	 CUFTMD-f-70: E12x12x12)
C27
	
SQFTRT-^-0.0009582
C 3 ]	 FC{-4
Q
OMISCELLANEOU,^C q 7q
V MISCELLANEOUS
C17	 MOHR^-521.7857
C27	 MTC^a
C3 :^	 PTC^-10000
C4]	 RNTINT+2317
[ 5 ]	 MODMON^-3 a 0
[6]	 WATTS-6E.,5
v
i^R^G^NA^ SAGE iS
OF ^QOR. QUAD
,^
c-^
.^ - _
VMASSCC]ly
9 MASS
C11
	
IPIT
C 2 ]
	
STEPS-6
C 3 ]
	
COSTPERBIT^-0
C ^- ]
	
GRAPH- 0 4 p i 0
C ^ 1	 x'V^-^. s
C6] LOOP:BV^-IVXiQ^9
C7] COSTPERBIT EVAL BV
C 8 i	 rRAPFl^-GRAPH, C 1] COSTPERBI^"
C 9 ]	 IV+-IV+STEP
CiDI -r(IV^^00)/LOOP
Cil] $%{-^.6^-STEPx^I+^.{pGRAPH} C1]
C12] PRINT PLOT GRAPg VS XX
Cis] PARAMETERS
9
9EVAL CC]] d
n	 ^ CPB EVAL V
^	 C1]
	
MODS{-C(V:MODBIT)
C2] NODR{-f ((i^- }XMODS=^} =MPD
C3] CALCMD{-MODS xMODCST	 ^	 '
C^]	 NOCNT+f{NODR.DPC)
C5] OFFMD{-MODS-NODR^MPD
C6] CALCO{-ONUMXOSALXI+OBUR
C7] CALCD^-((RNTDRXNODR}+(RNTCNTXNOCNT}-^RNTINT}.MOHR
C83
	
CALCP^-WATTX(NODRxDWATT)^-NOCNTXCWATT
C9] CALC.Tt{NODR^DIC)+(NOCNTXCIC?+MC+FC
C10] CALC^'^-SQFTRTx(CNTSQFxNOCNT}+(DRSQFxNODR)+(CUPTMD:^7)xOFFMD
C ^^. ] CALCM^-SMATN : MO?^R
C i 2 ] CALCE^-^.2 xMQHRXE
C13] CALCC+MTC+PTC
C1++] CALCRi-= 0. 85
CI51 CALCLfAVGAC
0167 COSTPERBIT+CALCL x CALCR x (CALC^iD-^CALCC-^CALCI-^CALCE x CALCO+CALCD+CALCP+CAL•G^i^-CALCF} =VXCALCE
0
c^
V
COST PER BIT PLAT FOR AMPE^ TERABIT SYST&M
CAPACITY{BITSx10*9)
0	 5D	 100	 150	 2D0	 250	 3D0	 35D	 RDD	 45D
3.00E 8}+	 +	 +	 +	 +	 ^	 +	 +	 +	 +
	^ 	 ^
!	 ^
^	 ^
D i . 0 0 E- 8 ^' ^' 	 ^}	 f	 ^'	 ^'	 '^	 ^'	 '^	 ^'	 '^
0	 ^
L	 ^	 ^
L	 ^	 t^
A	 k	 ^
R	 E	 °E ^ ^
i	 _ i	 p^^^
^^^T 3.00E 9^ *
	+y	 +	 2^.^^g	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +
^^1^ 44 4e
^	
1	
^^^^^^^^^^`^^
^	
^111^
.^^^^^	
^^
^	 ^^i
1.00E^9f+	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +
p	 50	 100	 150	 200	 250	 3DD	 35D	 ROD	 450
CAPACITY{BTTSx10*9)
PREPARED BY HERO. FORD-HOUSTON
P^RAhlET ERS
OBUR = i OSAL=4.81 ONUM-1 SHIFT=3	 RNTDR=708.33
DIC=O CIC=3300 SMAIN=3000 MC=O	 DWATT=8100
CWAiT=6U0 CNTSRN = 6.3 DRSQF=13.8 t^TBF=1000	 MTTR=1.05
AVGAC=i5.4 MODBIT=4.532E10 DPC=32 CUFTMD=0.040509254
SQFTRT-0.0009582 FC=O E=i0 RNTCNT=1216.5 ?NTC=O
PTC=10000 MODFSON=300 WATT=6Er5 MPD=2	 MODCST=150
RNTINT=2317
^...
COST PgR BIT Z'LOT FOR AMPE^% TERABIT SYSTEM
CAPI3CIT1`(BITSx10*9 )
'	 0	 54	 100	 i50	 200
	
250
	
300
	 350
	
400
	 450
	
1.0DE 8}^	 +	 +	 -^	 +	 +	 +	 +	 -r	 +
	
i	 ^^
	
^	 ^
	
^	 ^
	
S.ODE gt+	 ^	 ^	 ^	 +	 +	 +	 +	 ^	 ^	 +
	
^	 ^
	
{	 ^
a	 ^
L	 ^	 ^
L	 _ S	 ^
R	 ^ ^	 ^^$^
n	 S	 ^	 2g$^
ao	
B	
'	 2Y2p$08
#	 T 1.00F^,9j'+	 +	 f	
3^2^2^gg0444#^	
+	 +	 +	 +	 +
	
• ^	
22 
21' 1 1 33332 ^8^08 8344444
	
f	 1111111,112X2222^2335333^^3333^33
	
5.40E^10^+	 +	 +	 -^	 -^	 ^-	 1111 1 ^-11Z^ ^^^^^ X^i11 ^1^
	
-r
	
i	 11
F	 f
1
^+-	 --r-	 -+-	 --^-	 -+-	 -+-	 -^-	 -^...	 .^+-	 -+
	
0	 SO	 100	 150	 200	 25D	 30,0	 350	 400	 450
CAPACTTY(BITSx10*9)
PREPARED BY AERO. FORD--HOUSTON
P^,R^MF,^,T
OBUR=1	 ^aSAy=4.81 	 aNUM=D	 sRIPT =3 	 RNTDR=708.33
nrn;n	 CIC=O	 SMAI'?^=0 MC=O	 DWATT-O
^	 CWATT=0	 CNTSQF= O	 DRSQF-D	 N1TBF=1000	 MTTR=1.05
	
AVGAC=15.4	 MaDBIT=4.532E10 DPC=32	 CUFTt^D=D
SQPTRT=0.0009582 FC=O	 _ E-10	 RNTCNT=121E.5 dLTC=O
PTC=O MODMON=300	 WATT=6E 5	 MPD=2	 MODCST-150
R1Y^'INT=2817
COST P8'R BIT PLOT FOR CDC 38500 MASS STORAGE SYSfiSM
e
CAPACITY{BITSXIO*9)
0 5D 1DD 15D 200	 250	 300	 350	 400 45D
2.00E B^+ + + + +	 +	 +	 +	 + +
i
i ^
i.oaE'ej + ^	 + + + +	 +	 +	 ^.	 ^ t
i ^
D i ^
O 5.DDE 9^+ -^^ + } +	 +	 +	 +	 + +
L { ^
L
^ ^
A
^
^3.008^,9^ + ^. ^^ ^^^ + ^	 +	 +	 +	 +	 + +
^ ^ 0^4 444
+ +
B	 4
4^3^+ 444 8 4 +	 +	 +^	 I .9^'+2.ODE +	 + +
T
^
333 42 2^ p
44844 8 84 8	 4444r
`
44
-
p^222222q^^3$33335^^^^^448$4444833
1.00E,9^+ + + + 111111+	 + +1111111$22222222 ^'
^ 11'111111
_	 f
S . OOE 10}+ + + + +	 +	 +	 +	 + +
0 50 1D0 150 200	 250	 300	 350	 400 450
CAPACITY{BITSx10*9)
PREPARED BY AFRO. FORD-HOUSTON
P^R.41,^ET Eh'S
OAUR=1 OSAL=4.81 ONUM= 1 SSIFT =3 RNTDR=2150
DIC = O
^
CIC=3300 SMAIN=3000 MC=O DWATT=5700	 "-^'"^
nWATT=7200 CNTSQF=1i DRSQP=29.75 MTBF=1000 MTTR-1.05
AVGAC=8.55 MODBIT=64000000 DPC=1 CUFTMD=0.00260416b7
SQPTRT=4.0009582 PC=O E=10 RNTCNT-1150 MTC=O
PTC=10000 MODMON=340 WATT=6E^5 MPD=2052 MODCST=15
RNTTNT=2317
COSR' PSR BTT PLOT FOR CDC 385417 MASS STORAG& $Y$^"$tL
CAPACITYCBITSx10t9)
	0 	 50	 1D0	 150	 246	 250	 300	 35^J	 4D0	 ^a5D
	
i.DOE^8}+	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 t	 +
	
^	 ^
	5.00Lr9 j'+	^	 +	 -^	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +
	
^	 ^
D ti 3.ODE^9^. }
	^ a.	+	 ^.	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +0	 j	 ^
L	 f	 ^,
L	 j
A 2.ODE^9^'+	 ^ g
	
+	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +
R	 ^	 !4
S	 f	 g
/	 ^	 ¢^
B	 {	 ^
I	 _ ^	 ^^^g	 ^ ^^^^4
^	 T i . 0 0 E 9 ^"^	 +	 + ^ ^ ^	 +	 8 g a g+ 	 +	 ^	 -r	 +	 i^	 +
	
^	 ^^^^^	
gggg$ggga	 4444444444444	
^^
	
^	
^^^32222^2	
gg333233333^323 ggggagg33
	S.00E'ID^'+	 +	 +	 +	 -^	 p2g 22^
	
+	 3^ 2 222 2 22 +	 +
	
'	 Yg1i1	 2
	^ 	 liiiilii1^'i111 Iii ii
	3.00E 10f+	 -^	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 ^	 +
	
0	 50	 140	 i50	 2DD	 254	 300	 350	 400	 450
CAPACITY{BTTSx14*9}
PREPARED BY AERO. FORD—ROUSTDN
PAR Al^ET ER3
OBUR^1	 OSAL=4.83.	 ONUM^D	 SHIFT=3	 RNTDR=2i50
DIC=D	 CIC=O	 SMAIN=O MC=D	 DWATT=D
CWATT = O	 CNTSQF=D	 DRSQF=O	 MTBF=100D	 MTTR=1.05
AVGAC=8.55	 MODBIT=64000000 DPC=1	 CUFTMD=O
SQFTRT=0.0009582 FC=D	 E=i0	 RNT^CNT=1150 MTC=4
r^^=0	 .'^?^Ti,'^'JN=300 	 WATT=6E^5	 MPD=2052	 MODCST=15
RNTINT=2317
.^ .
_^,.^
1 jr
	
^^^^,^
s
n
COST PER BIT PBOT FOR IBM 3850 MASS STORAGE SYSTEM
CAPACITY{BITSx10^9)
0 50 10a 150 2aa	 250 304	 350 's^J0 454
^-r-----__ ^_f^__------+---------+----»__^..+^^^__----+--------- ^------____+_-_____--+------_^_^_
5 . D D E ^ 8 f + + a- + +	 + +	 ,- + -t^
t^
11
1_
3.DaE,s}^ t + + ^- ^-
E
i ^
3 ^
D	 ! ^
o	 _!
^
^
+ ^^	 + t ^	 + +	 ^- + ^Z.aOE	 8},^
A	 ^ ^®
R	 E
p^
s	 i ^^^^
+ ^ ^ ^$ ^	 ^- ^	 + ^ +B 5.O0E^9T{ ^^
I	 ^
^g^ ^
3,OOE^9^
^^8^^^323^^^^^^4^^4^4ggDg
^3-t8 +2.aDE^9j± + a- + +	 + +	 ^^^32 p22
i
S
1
1.aaE-9 }+ ^- + ^ -^ ^ +
0 54 100 15D tad	 25D 300	 350 ^0a x+50
CAPACITY{B1'TSx10*9}
PREPAR^'D BY AERO. FORD-HOUSTON
t'ARA^lET ERAS
OBUR=1 t?SAL-x.81 ONUM=1 SHIFT=3	 RNTDR= ► 092.6
DIC=O CIC=330A SMAIN=30D0 MC=O	 DWATT^57a0
^WAm"_' = 72x0 CNTSQP=11 DRSQF=29.75 MT8F=1040	 MTTR=1.05
AYGAC=14.8 MODBIT=4.032E8 DPC=1 CUFTMD=0.00725657.85
5QFTRT=0.0009582 FC= O E=10 RNTCNT=1560.3 MTC-O
PTC=10000 MQDMON=300 WATT=6E 5 MPD=706	 MODCST=24
RNTINT=7220
,; ^ ;:.
ONUhl^ 0
SMAIN = O MC=O
DRSQF=O MTB
T 4.032E8 DPC=1
E=14
OB11R=1	 OSAL=4.81
DI'C=D	 CIC=O
CWATT=O	 CNTSQF=O
AYGAC=14.8
	
MODBIT
SQFTRT=0.0009582 FC=O
RNTINT=7220
SRIFT=3	 RNTDR= 4092.6
DWATT=O
P=1000	 MTTR=I.D5
CUFTMD=O.OD72685185
RNTCNT=1550. 3 MTC=O
COST PSR BIT PLOT FOR IBM 3850 ?SASS ,STORAGE SYSTEM
CAPACITY(BITSXI0*9)
0 50 100 150 200	 250	 300	 350 +^00 450
3.00E B}+ + + ^- ^-	 +	 +	 + + +
^ ^
2.00E^8^'+ 4	 + + + -^	 +	 +	 -^ + ^	 +
i^
^,
f ^
^ ^ -
D 1.DDE^s^ + ^-^ + + +	 + ^- +
o ! ^ .
^ i ^
L 1 ^
A j ^^
R E
^S 5.ODE^9 j' + ^' ^	 * + +	 +	 +	 + + +
i` 	 / ^ ^ ^
^	 B i ^^
r l
^aaT 3.00Er9.^+ .^ + ^$ ^ +	 +	 +	 + + +
^ ^#
^ ^^^8
..
1 +2.00E , 9'^ + + + ^^^^{#	 +	 444+44	 ^-^	 44 4 + +E	 4 4 444444g8$g
^^^^ ;^^^
^^saaj^^
^a3^^,
^
^ i^^^
xg^
1.00Ef 9}+ + + + +	 +	 +	 + + +
0 50 104 154 200	 250	 30D	 350 400 450
•	 CAPACITY(BITSx10*9)
PREPARED BY HERO. FORD-HOUSTON
PARAMETERS
-----
°^4 R,4 MFT S^
7BUR=1 pSAL=^t.Bi JAUM=1 SHIFT=3	 RATDR=328.65
9IC=a CIC=33DD SMAIlY=3Da0 ^C=D	 DWATT=2750
:WATT=12480 CNTSQF=29.5 DRSQF=S.25	 MTl^F=10DD	 Id^'TR=1.D5
4VGAC=63.2 hiODBIT=i.8E9 DPC=32 CUFTMD=O.a24884259
SQFTR^`=O.ODD9582 FC = O E=i0 R1^TCNT=646.4 FITC=O
°TC=10000 MODMON=3D0 WATT=6E^5 MPD=1	 FLODCST=30
4HT'I hTT = 2 3 ^, 7 lYO DR = 2
s<	 , .
_. f
F' a
r
t !
a
COST P&R BIT P,^pT FOR CALCOli1P ATL WITH 625D B.P.I. TAP$ DRIVES
CAPACITYCBITSXiD*9)
0 5D 10D i50 200	 250 30D 35a SOD x-50
2.00R ,7}+ + + + +	 + + + + +
f '^
j ^
D 5. ao^-a}-^ ^ + + + +	 + + + +
a } ^
^ } ^
^
^A
_
3 . DOE B^ + + ^	 +
^
+ +	 * + + + +
R i ^^
+ i^ + +	 + + + + ^-C^	 ^ 2.00E^B^+ ^^^
B { ^^
T
i.DOE	 8 ^+ + + +^^$^^^^^^^^ + + + + +
^ '^^^^^Q^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^5.00E	 9 ' ^
3. Das^9}+ + ^- ^-	 + + + + +
^' D 50 1D0 i50 200	 250 30D 350 4D0 X50
CAPACITYCBITSxiD*9)
PREPARED BY AFRO. FORD—HOUSTON
^r .^^
^	 _
_	 __
J
COST PER BIT PLDT FDR CALCOMP ATL WITH 625D B.P.I. TAPE DRINKS
CAPAC.Z2'Y (BIT S x 10 * 9
0	 54 100	 150	 200	 254	 300 350 X40 ^5D
.f.+___.._----+..—__------E--_—_-----+---_-----+—__—..—___+_--___---a----___---+—__—__....—+----.._.._..^._
5.00E a}+	 + +	 +	 +	 +	 + + + +
`	 j	 ^
3.Oa^^a^+	 + +	 +	 ^	 +	 +	 + + .^
i	 ^
2.4a^_a^+	 ^	 + +	 +	 +	 +	 + ^. +	 -
I 	 ^
D	 ^	 ^
o	 I	 ^
.	
L	 1.fl0E^,ej	 +^ Q +	 +	 +	 +	 + + + +
L	
^+
A	 j ^ ^
R	 ^ ®^^
S	 I ^
I	 f ^^^
T	 ^ ^^^^^
3.04& 9j + 	 + +	 +	 ^^^^^	 +	 + + + +
2.00Er9j+	 + +	 +	 +	 +^^^QR^#^^^^^ + + +
ii
1.00E_9f+	 + +	 +	 +	 +	 + + + -^
0	 54 104	 15D	 20D	 25D	 306 350 ADO 450	 ^^^
CAPACITY{BITSXI4*9)
PREPARED BY AFRO. FDRD-1^OUSTDN
1'ARA^F^T ERS
DBUR = 1	 DSAL=x.81 ONi1M=0	 SbfIFT=3	 RNTDR=328.65
DIC=4	 CIC=O STAIN=O MC=O	 DWATT-O
CWATT=4	 CNTSQF=O DRSQF=O	 MTBF= 1000	 MTTR-1.05 T ^`^'
AVGAC=S3.2	 MDDBIT^1.aE9 DPC=32	 ClIFTMD=O
SQFTRT=0,4009582 FC-O E=10	 RNTCNT=6^5.^+ MTC=0
PTC = D	 MODMOA-300
_
WATT=6E 5	 HPD=1	 FlDDCST=30
►^NTINT=2317	 NODR=2
_..	 f .,.
	
'	 -^ 1 + 	... 	
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^--^ _r- _._
.	 ^7UMBER aF STORAGE 190DULES RfisQUIRY,D
CAPACI^'Y (BITSX10^9)
0	 50	 IOD	 150	 200	 250	 '300	 350	 X00	 450
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